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Black mustard

Sinapis alba (white mustard)
Mustard seed

What is the kingdom like? 

Parable of the wheat and the weeds

Parable of the mustard seed

Mt. 13:24-43

Themes.  Understanding God’s long term plans with the church and the gospel; the nature of the church and God’s
kingdom; eventual judgment of the lost and the end of human history; the supremacy of God’s kingdom; our identity
as kingdom citizens. You may study both parables (including the mini-parable of the dough), or focus on the wheat
and the weeds. 

Notes. 
Jesus begins teaching the disciples what the kingdom of heaven will be like. But this is a novel concept, and

the reality of the kingdom of heaven is so radically different from the standard religious ideas that the disciples and
others had in that day and age. So Jesus uses some parable metaphors that are both familiar and unusual to illustrate
it. 

Mustard seed. 
A mustard seed is known for being extremely tiny, the tiniest that Jewish

people were familiar with. Jewish rabbis used “a grain of mustard seed” to describe
something trivial and minute. Jesus described the faith we are to have as like a
mustard seed (Luke 17:6). 

There are several varieties of the mustard tree, which is more like a small tree
or large shrub; here Jesus likely referred to Sinapis nigra or black mustard, which
normally attains a height of one meter, though some can reach 5m under ideal
conditions. The shrub’s branches looked winding and spindly, giving an appearance
like a miniature of a larger tree. But still it is a small tree, and Jesus uses a deliberate
exaggeration here in this image. Mustard trees are still generally small, and the image
of an impressive mustard tree here is meant to sound ironic, strange, counter-intuitive,

and shocking to the listeners.
The birds in the branches represent the peoples of the

world, especially Gentiles, finding salvation and blessing in the
kingdom (cf. Dan. 4:12, 21; Psalm 104:13; Ezek. 17:23, 31:6),
and possibly also refers to the general blessings that the kingdom
affords to everyone in the world. Consider what the world would
be like today without the progress, charitable work, social justice,
spiritual healing, and moral restraint that the Church has brought
to the world.  



1 In modern Western culture, a common phenomenon is so-called liberal theology or “modern” theology, and liberal
“Christianity”. This comes out of a theological movement in 19th century Germany, which soon spread and overtook many
Protestant and Catholic churches in the West. This movement is influenced by modern philosophical views, such as relativism
(denial of moral absolutes or absolute truths) and philosophical materialism (belief primarily in the physical world, and rejection of
the idea of a spiritual world and a God who is personally active in the world). Thus, they reject the Bible as God’s revealed word and
the teaching of salvation as we know it. Instead, they interpret Christian concepts and terms in a very different way. At the level of
theology and scholarly work in this area, what they do is more like religious philosophy rather than biblical theology as we know it.
At the level of the local congregation and church activities, it is more like a sort of pop religion that is adapted to the tastes of
average people. In term of ministry, what they do is more like social work, liberal political/social activism, and/or a social club.
Hence, some unchurched people in the West feel like churches are nothing more than social clubs. Conversely, there are some
churches where there is some sound teaching and their theology is more conservative. But the Christianity there  has become very
influenced by Western culture, or has become a part of the culture among the social class or subculture of people in such
churches. Again, this becomes a sort of pop religion, albeit of a more conservative flavor. 
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Persian darnel

Dough.
Jesus also compares the kingdom to a small lump of dough that is kneaded into a large amount of flour until

it is well mixed in. In Jesus' day, people couldn’t buy dried yeast packets like we do today; they would save a small
amount of dough from one day, and keep it moist so they could mix it into a new batch of dough the next day. So
a small amount of yeast dough will leaven a large batch, which will rise up in the oven into a large loaf of bread,
much larger than the original lump of yeast dough. Occasionally people get confused about this parable, because
in other contexts yeast (leaven) is used as a negative metaphor for how a little sin or impurity can corrupt the whole
congregation (Luke 12:1; 1 Cor. 5:6-8; Gal. 5:9). But this is a different parable, and that assumption isn’t warranted.
In this context, he’s describing how the kingdom of heaven will grow into something much greater. (Likewise, birds
are used positively in the Parable of the mustard seed, but negatively in the Parable of the sower; it depends on the
context, as these are inherently neutral symbols.) 

The wheat and the weeds.
The Parable of the wheat is also referred to by its name in the King James Version

(KJV) Bible of the wheat and the tares (an old English word for weeds). This parable
addresses the nature and role of God’s kingdom in the world, including how we relate to
non-believers among us. Unlike the mustard seed and sower parables, here the seeds and
wheat represent God’s own children. 

The particular weed referred to here is probably darnel, a weed that looks like wheat
when it first sprouts. It cannot be distinguished from the wheat until later. Darnel plants
resemble wheat plants, and darnel produces a seed that can also be eaten, but usually isn’t. Darnel plants sometimes
get fungus infections that can spread to the wheat plants. In the process of harvesting, the farmer sends the wheat
and darnel thru a thresher that pounds the seeds. The threshing machine filters out or destroys the darnel seeds,
while it removes the chaff (the outer hull covering the wheat seeds) which is discarded, leaving the wheat seeds
intact so they can be gathered and stored up. 

The weeds represent those who are not true children of God, but are non-believers,
who may be of various kinds, including1:

• False believers, who believe they are Christians for the wrong reasons but are not
truly saved. They may attend church and be religious and religiously active, but
think they are Christians simply because they intellectually accept some or even all
Christian doctrine. But they have not been truly born again. Other false believers
may have had an emotional religious experience and mistake that for a born-again
experience, but are not saved if it was a product of their own emotionalism and not
a total surrender to Christ. Many false believers are legalistic and trust in their own
works or “goodness” for their salvation. Though they may have heard the gospel,
they really don’t yet understand the demands of surrender and repentance, or the
nature of saving grace. The religiousness of some subcultures or regions in the US
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and other countries make this a very common problem in Western culture. 
• Nominal Christians, i.e., Christians in name only. These are people who consider themselves Christians for

social, cultural, or other non-biblical reasons. Many Westerners have been baptized in a church, belong to
a church, or consider themselves to belong to a “Christian nation”. They may attend church once a year, or
fairly regularly for social, political, or cultural reasons. This is common in Western culture, especially since
many parts or subcultures of the US and other countries are still influenced culturally by Christianity.  

• False teachers or followers of false teachings. They may try to come into the Church to spread their ideas,
or they leave and set up rival organizations or movements (cf. 1 John 3:19). There may be all kinds of
heresies we can talk about here, such as (1) purely theological heresies and false religions based on
misinterpretation of the Bible; (2) those who try to introduce foreign non-biblical teachings (see below);
(3) political heresies, whereby people use Christianity to further their political agendas, be it left-wing or
right-wing; and (4) those who interpret the Bible according to their political or cultural beliefs. 

• Religious hypocrites; usually false believers, as described above, who give the Church a bad name. 
• People who belong to or are influenced by other religions or philosophies who think they can syncretize or

mix Christianity with their own belief system. They may think this qualifies calling themselves Christians.
This attitude is very popular in Western culture.  

• Those who have forsaken the faith. Here we’re not talking about people who have “lost their salvation”, as
I don’t think that’s biblically possible. There are some true believers who backslide for a while, but they
don’t lose their salvation. God will bring such people back to an active faith. But that’s not who I’m talking
about. Here I’m referring to those who try Christianity for a while, and maybe become active and gain a lot
of knowledge. Then at some point they grow disaffected and leave the Church, because they were not true
believers to begin with. They may come to criticize Christianity as a result, or become drawn to another
religion or false teaching. 

Some important lessons here are that we are not to judge or try to “uproot” or “destroy” them ourselves, but
also not to be complacent. Holy wars or cultural wars are not acceptable. We leave it up to God to do the judging
at the end of the age, when he will send his angels to collect the ungodly for divine judgement. Our job is to try to
witness to them and stand for biblical truth – and of course, not to let ourselves be infected by their lifestyle or false
beliefs. Of course, we have to stand up against false teaching, sinful attitudes, or sinful behaviors. Christians and
the Church as a whole has to stand up against them, speak out against them, or take action against them, whether
they are from misguided Christians, or more so if they are from “weeds” in our midst. The parable indicates that
believers too often fail to do so – they are asleep, like the farmer’s servants in the parable, who allowed the enemy
to enter the fields and scatter bad seed. 

Sadly at times, the Church has taken upon itself God’s proper role of judge and has tried to force its beliefs
on non-believers, or to carry out judgment against non-believers, be it on the small scale of abuse of power in a local
congregation, to very wrong things done on a large scale in Church history. Not only is this an abuse of power, but
a sin against God, and a bad witness. However, in all fairness, we have so assert that the egregious cases such as
the Inquisition were likely led by fake Christians in the Church who were abusing their power and were under the
delusion of a political heresy. For the sake of non-believers who distrust Christianity, or young believers who have
doubts, due to these historical reasons, it is important to make it clear that those behind the Inquisition and other
major abuses in Church history (such as the recent sex abuse scandals), on the basis of Jesus’ teaching, were not
true Christians. This is all part of Satan’s plan – to confuse people and to corrupt the Church. 

We as Christians are also to go out into the world to witness and serve God there, but not to be influenced by
the world. We are to be morally separated, but not socially and culturally separated, otherwise we can’t fulfill the
Great Commission. But sadly believers are sometimes infected. Weeds can outgrow the wheat, compete for nutrients
and sunlight, and spread fungus infections or plant diseases to the good plants. We can be infected by bad influences
within the church or from the outside. We are the wheat, the fruit of God’s labor, and at the same time we are the
farmer’s servants who are to work faithfully. 
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The growth of God’s kingdom. 
The disciples were to face a lot of discouragement in their future ministry, and in one lifetime they would only

see the Church claim a fraction of the known world.. But Zechariah 4:10 tells us not to despise the little things. God
intends for it to grow over time into something great. This is a New Testament parallel of Daniel’s vision of the rock
that smashes the worldly kingdoms and becomes a great mountain (Dan. 2:32-35, 44-45), which prophesied the
coming church age and heavenly kingdom on up to the end of the age. 

In these parables, God is the one doing the work – planting, sowing, kneading – and he is the one who benefits
from his labor. He will grow a great kingdom that surpasses the disciples’ understanding or ours. These parables
present us great theological truths that God wants us to understand about his kingdom and where it is going. We may
get discouraged about the status and progress of Christianity in the world, but God wants us to have a broader,
eternal perspective. This includes a biblical view of world history and how God is working in past and current
history, how he intends his kingdom to grow in the future until the Judgment Day, the effect his kingdom is to have
on the world. 

Within our own spiritual lives, we can also become impatient and discouraged by the piecemeal growth and
limited spiritual effectiveness that we have. But the promise of these parables (and the sower parable) is that our
service can eventually yield fruit a hundredfold, though we may not see it. 

In the Bible study, it would be helpful to arrive at an understanding of God’s long-term plan with the Church,
what the kingdom of heaven is like, the nature of the Church in the midst of the world, having an eternal perspective
about God’s working in the world and how he is working now, and the relationship of the Church with non-
believers. Then more practical areas of application include (1) the types of harmful influences that can come into
the Church, and (2) our own personal individual roles in all this, such as how God can use us in his overall plan,
and how to avoid discouragement about the gradual progress and effectiveness we see in our spiritual lives. 

Discussion and application questions. 

General.
What parable is told before this? (The sower, Mt. 13:1ff.) Why is Jesus teaching all these parables together?

What’s his point here? Who is he directing them toward? Are these parables meant to sound normal or unusual to
the listeners? 

What is meant by God’s kingdom or the kingdom of heaven? Where is it? Who are its subjects / members?
Its soldiers? Its king? Why is it meant to expand? What would happen to a kingdom in those days if over a long
period of time it never grew? 

Mustard tree.
What do you know about mustard seeds or mustard trees? Is it a big tree? Is it really a tree at all? How does

it sound, using a very small tree or large shrub as an impressive sounding tree in this parable? How would his
listeners have reacted? 

What is this teaching about God’s kingdom? In what way does this kingdom start small? Why is Jesus using
this strange, ironic image here? What does it say about the Church? Why does God like to use small or seemingly
less important things to do his work? Can you give some specific examples from the Bible? From you experience?

Who is the one who plants and cultivates the mustard seed? What does this say about God’s role in the
Church? About the source of the Church’s strength, growth, and effectiveness? What happens when the Church
loses sight of this? Can you give some historical examples? Some modern-day examples or some from your
experience? 

How is the church to grow? How can a small tree provide these kinds of benefits to “birds of the air” and such?
What do the birds and such represent? How is the church seemingly small? How can a small thing like the church
be a blessing to the world? What is God’s overall plan in this? 
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Wheat and weeds.
Who is the farmer? Who are the servants? The wheat? The weeds? The enemy? What kinds of bad seed does

Satan plant among us? How do weeds harm the good plants? What happens if the weeds happen to look similar to
the wheat? What are some examples of “weeds” in the church? How do they harm the church? 

What does it mean that the servants were asleep? How have believers or the church been complacent about
harmful influences? What are some examples from (a) the Bible, (b) church history, (c) modern times, and (d) your
own experience? Right now, what are some areas in which believers are failing to stand up for truth, or for purity
in the church? 

Does this mean we should take up judgment into our hands? What is the difference between taking a stand,
defending the church’s purity, and even exercising church discipline on the one hand, and on the other hand playing
God or sitting in judgment? Are we to engage in “holy wars” or “culture wars”? Is this a Christ-like response? In
what ways have we (personally or as a group) done so?

What are some types of “fake” religious persons – among us or outside our churches and fellowships? How
can we tell? For each type, discuss how we should respond to them. How can they be harmful to the life of the
church? How have they been a potential source of harm to our churches or fellowship? 

Why does God not want his servants to pluck up the weeds? How might judgment of them hurt the innocent?
Does he ever do so? What does the phrase mean, “judgment begins with the house of God”? (1 Peter 4:17) 

How do false teachers or fake Christians hurt the reputation and witness of the church? How do we distinguish
ourselves from them? Take a proper stand against them? How do we handle skeptics’ criticisms about abuses like
the Inquisition, recent sexual abuse scandals, and other famous church scandals in recent history? What about true
believers who are disobedient or are poor examples? How do we respond to them? How can we undo the damage
these various types have caused? 

What long-term eternal perspective are we to have towards non-believers? What are some discouraging
situations you see in the world? In the church? Do you feel discouraged at times about the pace of evangelizing the
world? (If not, why so?) When you hear of persecution of Christians? When you hear how fast other religions are
spreading (Mormonism, Islam, etc.)? How are we to be encouraged from this? Who’s in charge of the fields – the
kingdom? How should that encourage us? 

What is the fate of the ungodly in this parable? How does that help us understand our current situation? How
does it keep us from being discouraged by the church’s problems? What is God’s long-term plan here? Does their
fate concern you? Does that affect how you interact with non-believers? 

Personal application.
Would you say that your spiritual life and service are strong? Effective? Able to impact many others? How

can God use you? How can God use you in small ways? How can these small things be spiritually fruitful?
Effective? Is God expecting big things from you? What happens if you set your sights on overly “big things”? Is this
spiritually healthy? Does it come from right heart motives? 

How can God use you, albeit in small ways, in your church or fellowship or small group? 
What is our role in this in God’s overall plan? How does we want to use us? How can he use you to reach those

lost or misguided among us?   

Prayer.
Pray for missionary work and outreach around the world, and to specific peoples; for the ministry of our

churches and fellowship; for the ministry of your small group; for our evangelistic Bible studies; for your personal
ministry and service, and for each other’s. Pray for an understanding of God’s long-term eternal plan, and for an
eternal perspective of things; for an understanding of the fate of the unsaved, and for us to respond by reaching out
to them; for the purity and integrity of the church; for protection from attacks and schemes of the evil one against
us and against the church; for the witness and effectiveness of the church; and for you to be used by God in big and
small ways in his plan.


